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Who Is Maria Alekseyevna Lvova-Belova? Russia Official Accused of War Crime
Anna Skinner - Newsweek

The International Criminal Court (ICC) issued arrest warrants for Russian
President Vladimir Putin and Maria Alekseyevna Lvova-Belova on Friday.

Russian President Vladimir Putin delivers speech during his annual meeting with
prosecutors on March 15, 2023, in Moscow, Russia. Maria Lvova-Belova, Russian

children's rights commissioner, attends a meeting with Russian President at the Novo-
Ogaryovo state residence, outside Moscow, on February 16,

2023.© Contributor/Mikhail METZEL / SPUTNIK / AFP/Getty Images

Both face accusations of committing war crimes associated with the Russia-Ukraine
war. The ICC alleges that Lvova-Belova and Putin were conducting unlawful
deportation of children from Ukraine to the Russian Federation.

Lvova-Belova—who is sometimes referred to as Mother Russia in media reports—
works as the Commissioner for Children's Rights for the Russian Federation, a
position she's held since her 2021 appointment by Putin.

She recently made headlines when she shared information on her Telegram channel
that she was helping connect Ukrainian children with Russian parents hoping to
adopt them.

In the spring of 2022, Lvova-Belova adopted a Ukrainian teenager into her family.
The child came from Mariupol, which had recently been attacked by Russians. She
allegedly used the example as a transition that Ukrainian children make when they
arrive in Russia. After several months, the Ukrainian child begins to "love" Russia.
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"When we brought them to the territory of the Moscow region so that they could
recover a little, the story began that they spoke negatively about [Putin], said all sorts
of nasty things, sang the anthem of Ukraine, 'Glory to Ukraine' and all that," Lvova-
Belova said, according to a BBC report. "So yes, there is this kind of negativity,
maybe in the beginning, but then it turns into love for Russia."

In February, CNN reported that Lvova-Belova continues to visit Russian-occupied
territories in Ukraine and escorts Ukrainian children back to Russia, where they are
then adopted by Russian families. According to the report, Putin granted Lvova-
Belova permission to take "additional measures" to recover children without parental
care in Russia's illegally annexed territories of Ukraine, including Zaporizhzhia,
Kherson, Luhansk and Donetsk.

Lvova-Belova frequently shares photos and videos of the children seemingly enjoying
their new families on her Telegram channel.

However, the ICC ruled that Lvova-Belova's work was darker than appeared on
social media. She is accused of unlawful deportation of children and unlawful
transfer of children from occupied areas of Ukraine to Russia.

ICC released a statement alleging that the crimes have been committed in Ukrainian
territory beginning on February 24, 2022, when Russia initiated its special military
operation in Ukraine. The operation soon evolved into a full-scale war.

"There are reasonable grounds to believe that Ms Lvova-Belova bears individual
criminal responsibility for the aforementioned crimes, for having committed the acts
directly, jointly with others and/or through others," the ICC said in the statement.

Putin faces similar allegations, and an arrest warrant has been issued for Russia's
president for allegedly committing the unlawful deportation of children and unlawful
transfer of children from occupied areas of Ukraine to Russia.

Newsweek reached out to the Russian Federation via email for comment.

A decorated former US F-16 pilot says he would fly fighter jets for Ukraine: 'You
can count on me,' he told a VOA interview.
Isobel van Hagen (ivanhagen@insider.com) - Business Insider
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Photograph of former US Air Force pilot Dan Hampton. Dan Hampton Facebook
page© Dan Hampton Facebook page.

Dan Hampton, a retired lieutenant colonel known as the US Air Force's "deadliest F-
16 pilot," said he was ready to fly planes for the Ukraine military himself if necessary
in an interview with Voices of America.

The highly decorated pilot, known as "Two Dogs," spent 20 years in the Air Force,
fought in the Persian Gulf, Kosovo, and Iraq wars, and is a New York Times
bestselling author for his memoirs from his time in the military.

"No one has ever won a war from the air," Hampton asserted, "You can't win a war
from the air, but you can lose a war if you don't control the airspace," he told VOA,
which the US government helps fund.
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Hampton told the interviewer the Ukrainian government could hire private
contractors who already know how to fly F-16s, which "buys you time" and "helps
you win the war."
"I'll even go myself. You can count on me," Hampton said.

Retired Lt. Col. Hampton, 58, flew 151 sorties in his distinguished career between
1986-2006. He is the most decorated flyer since the Vietnam War, according to VOA,
winning the Purple Heart, four Distinguished Flying Crosses for extraordinary
heroism, and eight " Air Medals" of the US Air Force for valor during combat
operations in the air.

The retired lieutenant colonel reiterated his commitment to the Ukrainian cause after
explaining he thought it would be faster to send pilots who know how to fly rather
than "sending Ukrainian pilots to the US and sending them to a training program."
Russia's Su-35 fighter is "junk," says the former pilot.

Calling Russia's invasion of Ukraine a "black and white" issue of "good versus evil,"
Hampton said he hoped that "governments that can provide these services should."
"I will even go myself," he repeated, "I will be number one. You can count on me."

Two Ukrainian pilots were recently sent to Arizona, according to NBC News, for US
authorities to determine how long it would take to train them to fly the jets, as well as
to improve their skills.

The F-16, a US single-seat fighter jet, is in the news after President Joe
Biden recently said he would not supply the planes to Ukraine for the time being.
Both Democratic and Republican Senators, however, have pushed the Pentagon to
send the jets that "could prove to be a game changer on the battlefield," per Politico.

A US Air Force F-16 Fighting Falcon aircraft US Air Force photo by Senior Airman
Taylor Crul© US Air Force photo by Senior Airman Taylor Crul.
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Earlier this week, Poland became the first NATO country to confirm it would send
MiG-29 fighters to Ukraine.

A Russian Su-35 downed by Ukrainian forces in the Kharkiv region, April 3, 2022.
© Press service of the Ukrainian Armed Forces General Staff/Handout via REUTERS

Hampton also compared F-16 planes – a multi-role fighter that can attack air-to-
ground and air-to-air – to the Russian Su-35 jets, saying the Russian model being
used in the war "looks good at air shows" but that they are, in his opinion, "junk."

Meanwhile, a US Air Force official said that fighter jets were "worthless" over
Ukraine earlier this week because both sides of the conflict have mastered long-range
missile defense, Insider previously reported.
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Russian diplomats received an anniversary wake-up call of wailing air raid sirens
and the sound of falling bombs. Russian embassies and diplomats were the focus of
protests on the anniversary the Ukraine invasion.

People changed street names, installed art shows, and presented "cakes of death."
In Warsaw, protesters blared air raid sirens in the early morning at apartments
housing Russian diplomats.People around the world have been marking the first
anniversary of Putin's invasion of Ukraine in loud and colorful ways.

Poland, a neighbor of Ukraine, is home to approximately 1.6 million refugees
reported to have fled Ukraine since February 24, 2022.

Warsaw wake-up call
Other gestures of support for Ukraine on the first anniversary of Russia's invasion of
Ukraine, included:
Russian diplomats received an anniversary wake-up call of wailing air raid sirens
and the sound of falling bombs. Russian embassies and diplomats were the focus of
protests on the anniversary the Ukraine invasion.
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A mangled Russian tank in front of the Russian embassy in Berlin. Protesters in
Berlin parked a ruined Russian tank outside the country's embassy to mark the
anniversary of the war.

The project was organized by two German artist-activists with the help of Ukraine's
MOD. The rusted heap appeared as a vivid symbol on the anniversary of Russia's
invasion of Ukraine.
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Bloody birthday cake
Cedomir Stojkovic, a pro-Ukrainian activist in Serbia, presented guards of the
Russian embassy with a bloody cake adorned with a skull. Writing on Twitter,
Stojkovic said that he brought the "cake of death" embassy in a request for Putin's
surrender.

He said, "We know that death is what they love, and people are what they eat, and
this cake is a symbol of their politics."
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Protesters painted the road outside Russia's embassy in London in the colors of the
Ukrainian flag. Activists in London made it impossible for those working in the
Russian embassy not to see a Ukrainian flag.



The Led By Donkeys group painted the street outside the Russian embassy yellow and
blue, saying that the flag "will serve to remind" Putin that Ukraine is "an independent
state and a people with every right to self-determination."
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Images

All-seeing Zelenskyy
Activists in Copenhagen, Denmark, projected a giant photo of President Zelenskyy's
image onto the front of the Russian embassy.
The "Stop Russia's War against Ukraine" demonstration invited people "across the
political spectrum to demonstrate against Russia's continued actions in Ukraine."
Zelenskyy sent a video message to the protesters in Denmark, according to the
Facebook page for the event.
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Berlin installs a mini-Russia
The "Russian world" art exhibition was installed by Ukrainian creative agency
Idsgroup, who created a "mini Russia" opposite the Russian embassy in Berlin.
Within the confines of these yellow pipes, only Russian rules applied.
In "Russian world" LGBTQ+ people are banned, criticism of the government is
forbidden, and domestic violence is permitted.
"The torture, destruction, and humiliation of those who refuse to join the "Russkiy
Mir" is openly permitted," says the Facebook page for the installation.
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Road outside Russian Embassy renamed 'Kyiv Road'
Westminster city council in London renamed a street close to the Russian Embassy
"Kyiv Road." Westminster councilor Paul Dimoldenberg said it was "a small
recognition of what's happened and our determination to stand shoulder by shoulder
with the people of Ukraine," BBC News reported.

Putin's macabre tour of occupied Ukraine: Russian leader visits besieged regions of
Crimea and Mariupol
Katherine Tangalakis-Lippert(ktangalakislippert@insider.com) - Business Insider
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Russian President Vladimir Putin speaks on the phone in his office in Saint
Petersburg, Russia, on December 15, 2018. Aleksey Nikolsky/Sputnik/AFP via Getty

Images© Provided by Business Insider

A defiant Putin has begun a tour of occupied areas of Ukraine, stopping in Crimea
and Mariupol. The Russian leader visited besieged areas that have faced widespread
casualties since the invasion began.

The trip comes after the International Criminal Court issued a warrant for his arrest
for war crimes.

Russian President Vladimir Putin has begun a macabre tour of occupied Ukraine, two
days after the International Criminal Court issued a warrant for his arrest for war
crimes related to Russia's invasion of the country.

Putin stopped first in Crimea on Saturday, The New York Times reported, with the
visit timed to align with the 9th anniversary of Russia's annexation of the region in
2014.

According to Russian state-sponsored media outlet Tass, Putin then visited Mariupol
early Sunday in his first-ever visit to the Donbas region. Mass graves have been
discovered in the besieged Ukrainian city, after Russian forces leveled the region
and bombed a steel plant where civilians and Ukrainian defenders were hiding.

During Putin's visit to the region, Russian Deputy Prime Minister Marat Khusnullin
began creating a report about reconstruction efforts in the city and its outskirts, Tass
reported.
"In particular, the report concerned the construction of new residential districts,
social and educational facilities, utility infrastructure and medical
centers," Tass reported the Kremlin press service said.
The Russian leader's visit to occupied Ukraine comes on the heels of the International
Criminal Court, a tribunal based in The Hague, Netherlands, issuing an international
arrest warrant for Vladimir Putin on Friday. The ICC accused Putin of being
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responsible for war crimes committed during Russia's invasion of Ukraine and is
calling for him to stand trial — though it is unlikely he will do so, as Russia, like the
US, does not recognize the authority of the ICC.

Representatives for the ICC declined to answer Insider's questions regarding the
likelihood Putin will face a trial for the war crimes he is accused of.

Chinese leader Xi Jinping is set to meet with Putin during a visit to Russia beginning
Monday, according to the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Xi and Putin plan to
discuss "deepening Russian-Chinese cooperation" between their nations, the
Kremlin said in a Friday statement.

Ukrainian military leaders have hinted at the possibility of a springtime
counteroffensive, though an anonymous official told The Washington Post that all
hope for a counterattack will rely on Western military aid and trained troops arriving
in the region.

The United States has provided billions of dollars of aid to Ukraine as it faces the
Russian invasion, with President Joe Biden promising to continue sending military
and humanitarian aid.
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These battles and major moments have shaped a brutal year of war in Ukraine
One year of war in Ukraine has devastated cities and left thousands of soldiers and
civilians dead. The conflict has ebbed and flowed in multiple phases, as both sides
have gained and lost territory.

Here are the important fights and moments that have shaped a year of war.
When Russian President Vladimir Putin launched his invasion of Ukraine a year ago,
he expected to quickly capture Kyiv in a knockout blow against his eastern European
neighbor.

But right from the start, things went sideways for Russia due to early blunders and a
stiff Ukrainian resistance that shocked both Moscow and the Western leaders whose
intelligence agencies predicted Kyiv would fall in a matter of days.
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Still, Russia saw some early gains, but its forces have been losing ground for months.
A new Russian offensive is underway, but so far, little has come of it as Ukraine
continues to hold the line.

Over the past year, cities and towns have been flattened, and the death toll continues
to rise. Tens of thousands of Ukrainian civilians have been killed, and both militaries
have suffered well over 100,000 casualties.

The war has spiraled into a grinding and bloody affair being played out in Ukraine's
eastern Donbas region. NATO is warning that the conflict has turned into a race for
logistics as Russia throws poorly trained soldiers at the front lines to increase
offensive pressure with limited success and Ukraine hopes it can regain momentum
once it has an influx of heavy and advanced Western-made weaponry.

Here are some of the significant battles and major moments that have shaped the past
year of brutal war in Ukraine and brought it to where it is today.
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Battle for Kyiv
Putin began his war believing his forces could capture Kyiv in a matter of days,
seemingly misguided by his own intelligence agencies, but that didn't happen.

Russian forces approached Kyiv from multiple directions, seizing notable areas like
the Chernobyl nuclear plant and assaulting a key airport on the outskirts of the city.
Russia also made a push forward with a massive armor convoy that stretched for
miles.

But not long after the large-scale assault began, Russia's miscalculations became
clear. It overestimated the strength of its own military, it underestimated Ukraine's
determination to fight, and it completely botched its logistics, battlefield operations,
and strategy.
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Ukraine managed to take advantage of the Russian missteps and showed the world
that its military could make good use of the weapons it had on hand, such as Soviet-
era equipment and some Western-made hardware — like the Javelin anti-tank
missiles — that was sent to Kyiv while Russia was still gathering troops on its
border.

Ukraine also called on its people to fight and even provide battlefield intelligence.
Civilians formed territorial defense groups as leaders urged people to pick up
weapons and even make Molotov cocktails as a means to fend off the Russian
invaders. This came as artillery and small groups of fighters targeted advancing
armored vehicles on Kyiv's urban outskirts. That sent an unmistakable message.

The weeks-long battle for Kyiv matters because "they were able to show that they
were up to the fight — 'Give us the tools and we'll do the job' kind of thing," Jim
Townsend, the former deputy assistant secretary of defense for European and NATO
Policy, told Insider. This helped to earn Ukraine the respect and support from
Western countries that have sustained its war effort.

Not only did Ukraine prevent Russia from sacking its capital, but it also managed to
force Russian troops to retreat from the entire region.
"If you look at what they've been able to do just thus far — Putin has achieved exactly
zero of his strategic objectives inside Ukraine," John Kirby, then the Pentagon press
secretary, said in early April, when the tough Battle for Kyiv ended.
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Battle for Izium

Though they failed to capture Kyiv, Russian forces saw some success as they pivoted
their focus to territory in eastern Ukraine. By early April, Moscow had taken control
of the key eastern city of Izium, Ukraine's military confirmed at the time.

The city — which had a pre-war population of over 46,000 people — was an
important rail hub for Russia's resupply efforts and could be used as a launching
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point for attacks in multiple directions. Control meant Russia unlocked new attack
opportunities for Russia.

But, as was the case with its attempt to capture Hostomel Airport outside of Kyiv,
Russia couldn't effectively leverage its gains.
"When the Russians kept on winning battles and taking territory, they essentially
overstretched their resources," Marina Miron, an honorary research fellow at King's
College London's Centre for Military Ethics, told Insider. "So the line of contact was
greater than they could potentially hold."

In other words, she explained, Russia didn't leave enough manpower to defend the
city, and Ukraine was able to exploit weak points in the Russian lines. By early
September, after months of Russian occupation, Ukrainian forces liberated Izium as
part of a sweeping counteroffensive in the northeastern Kharkiv region, a move that
few saw coming.
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Battle for Mariupol
As Russian forces tried for Kyiv and continued their push to seize territory in the east,
Russian troops also made moves in southeastern Ukraine throughout the spring and
waged a scorched-earth campaign to capture the strategic port city of Mariupol.

Putin's troops laid siege to the city for months, relentlessly and indiscriminately
bombing non-military targets like schools and hospitals. Thousands of civilians were
killed, and the city was left in ruins.

The city eventually fell to Russian forces — a decisive victory that gave them a land
bridge from Ukraine's eastern Donbas region to the occupied Crimean peninsula.
"What the Russians did there — and that's what they are doing pretty much
everywhere — is they created a meat grinder, so to say," Miron said.
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"Basically looking to destroy the Ukrainian forces' capability and morale to
withstand."

Russia's capture of Mariupol came at a great cost to its military, which was bogged
down by fierce Ukrainian resistance at the sprawling Azovstal steel plant. For weeks,
Ukraine's fighters held out there and weathered Russian attacks, forcing Moscow to
commit a disproportionate amount of resources and depriving its forces in the area of
the ability to launch attacks in other regions.

Even though Ukraine ended up losing control of the city, the country still showed it
would fight to the "bitter end," Townsend noted. This proved to be a morale victory
for Kyiv, and it showed the West that Ukraine was tough.
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Battles for Severodonetsk and Lysychansk
Summer in Ukraine saw a slow-moving and grinding conflict unfold across the
Donbas region.

Russian forces had pushed toward the major eastern city of Lysychansk, which sits
opposite of its twin city Severodonetsk on the other side of the Seversky Donets River.
But these gains did not come without a price — Ukraine in one instance devastated a
large force of Russian armor as it tried to cross the river.
After capturing Severodonetsk in late June, Moscow eventually managed to cut off the
logistics of the defending Ukrainian troops in Lysychansk and largely surround them
— forcing their retreat within the first few days of July.

Putin's troops managed to bombard the Ukrainians with artillery in these two cities,
constantly pounding them and out-firing Kyiv's military at a much higher rate.
It was critical for the Russians to capture such cities and industrial hubs because they
were focused on capturing the entire Donbas, Miron said.
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"It was kind of important for them in order to be able to move forward — to have kind
of a springboard to move forward — and force the Ukrainians away, to fall back to
their defensive lines," she added.

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said at the time that if his country's
military withdraws from areas where Russia has the firepower edge — like in
Lysychansk — it means "only one thing: we will return thanks to our tactics, thanks to
the increase in the supply of modern weapons."

Photos in Gallery©AP Photo/Kostiantyn Liberov

Kharkiv counteroffensive
Toward the end of the summer, Ukraine launched two major counteroffensives along
the war's northeastern and southern fronts.

In the northeast, Ukrainian forces unleashed a surprise offensive that featured a blitz-
style campaign to push Russian troops out of the Kharkiv region. The offensive was
punishing, and Moscow was quickly routed in the region — its
forces abandoning heaping piles of weaponry and equipment.

Ukraine also made effective use of its longer-range weaponry like the US-provided
155 mm howitzer artillery pieces and High Mobility Artillery Rocket System
(HIMARS) launchers, according to a January analysis by the Institute for the Study of
War, a Washington-based think tank.
The much-celebrated HIMARS in particular allowed Ukraine to strike Russian
ammunition depots and command and control centers, among other targets.

This advance in Kharkiv came as a major surprise to the Russians because Ukraine
had been mainly telegraphing moves for a counteroffensive along the southern front.
Ukraine liberated thousands of square miles of territory previously under Russian
occupation during this offensive and secured mountains of military hardware left
behind by Putin's troops — some of whom fled the battlefield in what Western
intelligence deemed was an apparent panic.
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"Ukraine was shown as being pretty clever in terms of their planning," Townsend said.
"That really cemented in everyone's mind that these guys can fight."

Photos in Gallery©AP Photo/Efrem Lukatsky

Russian retreat of Kherson
As Ukraine routed the Russians in the northeast, Kyiv's forces delivered another,
albeit slower, counteroffensive punch in the southern Kherson region. It came as less
of a surprise than the one around Kharkiv, but it was equally noteworthy.

Russia captured Kherson — a city with a pre-war population of just under 300,000—
in early March, just a few weeks into the war. It was the first major city and only
regional capital that Putin's troops managed to capture.

Throughout the fall, Ukrainian forces slowly pushed toward Kherson and continued
to make progress in liberating territory throughout the wider region from under
Russian occupation. As Ukraine gradually closed in on the city, Russia began
evacuating some of its personnel and tens of thousands of civilians.

In early November, Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu ordered his troops
to withdraw from Kherson and retreat across the Dnieper River — a major blow after
what had otherwise been a significant early win for Moscow. But Russia didn't leave
without a trace, leaving behind booby traps and minefields.
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Battle for Bakhmut
With little to show for Putin's war efforts ahead of the one-year anniversary, Russian
forces have been concentrating their efforts on trying to capture the eastern
Ukrainian city of Bakhmut.

This war-torn city, which had a pre-war population of over 73,000 people, has been
the epicenter of intense fighting for months now. US officials have
previously described the fighting there as "really severe and savage," featuring
constant artillery barrages.

In addition to freshly mobilized troops in Russia's conventional military, Kremlin-
linked mercenaries from the notorious Wagner Group have thrown recruited
prisoners at the front lines to absorb heavy Ukrainian fire. Meanwhile, some experts
have argued that the city likely does not hold much strategic utility.
"It's probably close to being one of the bloodiest battles in terms of losses on both
sides," Miron said.

Ukrainian forces defending Bakhmut are exhausted, she added, and Russian troops
appear to be encircling those forces, with the intent being to completely destroy Kyiv's
military capabilities by killing as many soldiers as possible.

Bakhmut highlights a dilemma facing Ukraine, which is its ability to pick its battles
and understand when to pull back to save precious manpower, Townsend said.
"Ukraine doesn't have the forces to just expend them needlessly," he added. "They
can't afford to be attributed for, to defend something that's not very strategic."

Russia has the manpower but not necessarily the capability though. NATO Secretary
General Jens Stoltenberg said earlier this month that Putin has been sending scores
of troops to apply pressure on Ukraine while accepting a high casualty rate.
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"What Russia lacks in quality, they try to compensate in quantity," he said, explaining
"that the leadership, the logistics, the equipment, the training, don't have the same
level as the Ukrainian forces, but they have more forces."

The outcome of the fight in Bakhmut has yet to be decided, but front-line troops have
said the battle is a "meat grinder."

Photos in Gallery©Ukrainian Presidency / Handout/Anadolu Agency via Getty
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Battle for Public Opinion
Throughout this year of war in Ukraine, as the Russians and Ukrainians have fought
intense battles in the field, there has also been a critical fight that has transcended the
battlefield, the battle for public opinion.

There have been major moments — some of which were symbolic — that saw the
country take steps to harness crucial Western military support and also boost its own
morale.

One of the earliest symbolic fights in the "battle of public opinion" was waged by
Zelenskyy when he decided to stay in Kyiv and push for security assistance as Russian
forces were trying to capture the city, Townsend said.

For example, just one day after Russia launched its assault, Zelenskyy posted
a defiant video from the streets of Kyiv with a simple message — that he's not going
anywhere.

This was "absolutely critical" because for Ukraine to be able to fight against the
Russians, Zelenskyy needed help from the West and the United States," Townsend said.

Zelenskyy needed to capture public opinion and show himself to be a wartime leader
to secure Western support, and he "would not have gotten that if he had fled the
capital."
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While Zelenskyy's presence helped to gain Western support, several other moments
helped to sustain it and also boost the country's morale.

At the start of the war, a Ukrainian border-guard member went viral for profanely
refusing to surrender as the invading Russian forces tried to capture Snake Island in
the Black Sea.

A few weeks later, Ukrainian forces sank a key Russian warship in the Black Sea — a
huge blow to Russia's naval strategy. And in October, Ukraine bombed a crucial
bridge connecting Crimea with mainland Russia that Putin's troops used to transport
equipment.

Ukraine has also attacked several Russian bases in mainland Russia and in Crimea,
bringing the war closer to the Russian people.
"Those kinds of things are critical. It's not just the battles themselves," Townsend said.
"But these things built — brick by brick — this Western support that has been crucial
to them."

The fight continues to rage in eastern Ukraine as Western countries weigh how to arm
Kyiv, and face the pressure to provide more advanced and heavy weaponry.

2023 may be turning point in impact of sanctions on Russia
Ukrainska Pravda

A study conducted by the International Working Group on Russian Sanctions says
that while sanctions are working, they could be even tougher, and 2023 could be a
turning point in their economic impact on the aggressor.

2023 may be turning point in impact of sanctions on Russia© Ukrainska Pravda
Source: President Volodymyr Zelenskyy's website

Details: The International Working Group on Russian Sanctions led by Andrii
Yermak, the head of the Office of the President, and [former] ambassador Michael
McFaul, the director of the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (FSI),
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together with experts from the Kyiv School of Economics, has published a study of the
impact of sanctions on the Russian economy over the last year.

"The key conclusion drawn by the experts is that the sanctions are working, but there
are opportunities to toughen them," the president’s press service reports.

The researchers agree that the impact of the sanctions burden on the Russian
economy, in particular on its trade and the public sector, continues to increase. This
is first and foremost due to the introduction of export restrictions on Russian energy,
particularly oil and natural gas. Experts believe that 2023 could be a turning point in
the economic impact on the aggressor country.

"The pressure of sanctions on Russia will definitely affect its future ability to wage
war, which is confirmed by the data of the joint study," said Yermak.
"Even the Russian Federation’s official sources acknowledge the decline of key
macroeconomic indicators in 2022: a fall in GDP, an increase in inflation and
unemployment, a reduction in investment, etc. This proves the relevance of the
strategy chosen by Ukraine and its allies to influence the aggressor. At the same time,
there are still opportunities to further increase the pressure."

According to the study, the effect of the sanctions has had significant momentum and
is now having a substantial impact on the Russian economy.

The surplus of the current balance of payments is shrinking significantly (-60% for
the period from Q2 to Q4, and the data for December-January indicate a
strengthening of this trend), and in 2023 it will amount to $63 billion (compared to
$227 billion in 2022) with the prospect of further decline.

There is also a depreciation in the rouble and an increase in inflation: the rouble has
lost 20% of its value since November 2022, which is forcing consumer prices up.

As a result, Russians are becoming poorer and losing access to quality goods and
services. The shortage of liquid resources is also having an impact: every month, the
war takes $8-9 billion away from the Russian budget, which has been covered by the
National Wealth Fund (NWF). If funds are used up at this rate, the Kremlin will have
lost the entire liquid part of the NWF by the end of 2023.

Receipts from oil and gas trade – a key driver of the Russian economy, including the
military budget – will plunge by nearly 50% this year. And in the long term, the
situation for Russia's oil and gas industry will look even more dismal.

The irreversible loss of its most stable and solvent markets, the technology gap, the
ripple effect that will affect the supply chain (tanker transportation, port services,
pipeline transport) - all this will only hasten the collapse of the most substantial
contributor to the Russian budget.

"By putting pressure on the oil and gas sector, we are hitting the aggressor at its very
heart, bleeding off its potential. The impact is clearly reflected in the statistics. In
2022, oil and gas sales were the key component of export revenues ($350 billion of



the total $540 billion balance of trade), whereas now we are seeing a 46% drop in
revenues from the sale of oil and gas," Yermak added.

At the same time, the sanctions regime is a long way from having exhausted its
potential and it requires continual updating and improvement. According to Yermak,
Russia still has sufficient resources to continue the war, so the speed of the cessation
of hostilities depends on the strength of the sanctions imposed.

Kremlin Already Searching for Putin's Replacement: Intelligence Official
Andrew Stanton - Newsweek

The Kremlin is searching for Russian President Vladimir Putin's replacement amid
growing dissatisfaction with the Ukraine war, according to a Ukrainian intelligence
official.

Above, an image of Russian President Vladimir Putin speaking in a meeting in
Moscow on March 15, 2023. © Contributor/Getty Images

Ukrainian intelligence official Andriy Yusov recently said the Kremlin is searching
for Putin’s replacement amid growing dissatisfaction over the Ukraine war.

Putin launched his "special military operation" on Ukraine on February 24, 2022,
aiming for a quick victory against the Eastern European country, which at the time
was perceived to have a much weaker military. However, Kyiv's stronger-than-
expected defense, which has been bolstered by Western military aid, blunted Russian
military gains.

After more than a year of combat, Russia's invasion continues to stagnate, with
Ukraine retaking thousands of square miles of formerly occupied territory last fall.
Fighting remains concentrated in the most eastern part of the country, where
Russia's attempt to take control of Bakhmut have slowed in recent days.

Russia has generally stood behind Putin throughout the war, though there have been
signs that some individuals have grown weary of it amid mounting losses. The widely-
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condemned war prompted the West to issue sanctions weakening Moscow's
economy and has resulted in the deaths of more than 160,000 Russian troops,
according to Ukraine.

Amid growing dissatisfaction, Ukraine now believes the Kremlin is searching for
Putin's successor.

Andriy Yusov, a spokesperson for Ukraine's military intelligence directorate, said in
recent remarks that the search comes as "the circle around Putin is narrowing." Putin
is becoming "more and more toxic," even within Russian borders, according to Yusov.

"Within the Kremlin, there is more and more dissatisfaction with what is happening,"
Yusov said.
"There is an increasingly gloomy understanding of the prospects, specifically the
geopolitical catastrophe of the Putin regime. Thus, the search for Putin's successor is
already underway."

He added that Putin is no longer involved in selecting his eventual successor. Yusov's
remarks were first posted to Twitter on Saturday and translated by Anton
Geraschenko, an adviser to the Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine. Yusov did not
name any potential candidates to follow Putin.

Russia has not publicly commented on Yusov's remarks, and it remains unclear
whether or not replacing Putin would solve the issues within the Russian military.
Some critics have chided Putin for classifying the invasion as a "special military
operation" rather than a "war," thus limiting the military's ability to launch a full
mobilization.

Experts, however, point to other issues for the floundering invasion, including
challenges retaining well-motivated soldiers, particularly amid the cooler winter
months, and issues with military leadership.

Questions about Putin's future also come as the International Criminal Court
(ICC) issued an arrest warrant for Putin on charges of war crimes on Friday.
Although Putin is unlikely to be arrested, the warrant will greatly limit his ability to
travel, as most counties recognize ICC sovereignty.

Newsweek reached out to the Russian Foreign Affairs Ministry via email for comment.

Sen. Mark Kelly flew with Russian pilots in the Navy and with NASA, and he said
the Russian fighter jet running into a US drone shows 'how incompetent they are'
Sarah Al-Arshani (salarshani@businessinsider.com) - Business Insider
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Sen. Mark Kelly, D-Ariz., waits to speak during a news conference at the Arizona
Capitol in Phoenix, on Nov. 7, 2022. AP Photo/Ross D. Franklin, File© AP

Photo/Ross D. Franklin, File

Sen. Mark Kelly flew with Russian pilots as a US Navy combat pilot and as a NASA
astronaut.
He said the incident last week where a Russian fighter jet dumped fuel on and
then clipped the propeller of a US military drone shows how "reckless" and
"incompetent" they are.

"I'm not surprised by this. I mean, I flew with Russian pilots, fighter pilots who
couldn't fly formation. And I watched this video, and it's pretty obvious what
happened. He lost sight of it, and he crashed into it," Kelly told CNN's Jake Tapper
on "State of the Union" Sunday.
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On Tuesday, two Russian Su-27 fighter jets intercepted a US military MQ-9 Reaper
drone that was flying over international waters above the Black Sea. The jets dumped
fuel on the drone, and one jet eventually clipped the drone's propeller. The drone
eventually crashed into the water.

Insider previously reported that while one think tank analysis suggested this was
aggressive messaging by Russia, US officials have said the incident was most likely
due to Russians not knowing how to fly.

The incident further soured the tense relationship between Washington and the
Kremlin since Russia invaded Ukraine last February.

Kelly compared the fighter jet incident to the "incompetence that we see on the battle
field every day in Ukraine."

"That's why the losses that the Russians are suffering right now are really high. At
this point I mean, the best choice for Vladimir Putin would be to say: 'Hey, this isn't
working,' and he's got to stop this illegal invasion," Kelly said.

Iraqi beauty queen who served with US troops takes on woke Dems, says she had to
speak up against AOC, 'Squad'
Taylor Penley - Fox News

Sarah Idan, 2017 Miss Universe contestant, to run for Congress as Democrat in
California.
Iraqi beauty queen preparing congressional bid, vows to battle far-left 'wokeness'
A beauty queen who represented Iraq in Miss Universe 2017 is now looking to
represent Californians in Congress, telling "Fox & Friends First" on Monday that
she's eyeing a run for office and is vowing to take on the "woke" wing of her own
party in the process.

Sarah Idan, born in Baghdad, lived under Saddam Hussein's rule and served as a
translator for the U.S. Army during the Iraq War before she fled the country and later
became a U.S. citizen. Though the California Democrat is pushing back against the
extremist wing of her own party, she wants to make clear that she still aligns with
traditional liberalism.
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Iraqi beauty queen Sarah Idan is looking to run for Congress in California. (Fox &
Friends First/Screengrab)

"Let me be clear, I do stand for old-fashioned, classic liberal values, but when I see
people like Ilhan Omar, AOC and ‘The Squad’ who are trying to pull our party to the
far left, I have to say something," she said.

"Sadly, these far-left voices, like ‘The Squad,’ they are very loud, and they do talk a
lot. They get a lot of attention from the media, but I do believe there are a lot of
Democrats who don't agree with them, who love this country and want to make it
better."

The 33-year-old said she feels as if people who align with her identity as a Muslim
immigrant woman are underrepresented in the Democratic Party and in the media's
portrayal of the party.

Sarah Idan during the PLACE TO B Awards on Nov. 24, 2018 in Berlin. (Photo by
Franziska Krug/Getty Images)

"That's why I'm trying to run, just to represent people like me, who think like me but
don't have a voice."

She told Todd Piro and Ashley Strohmier that, if elected, she would prioritize issues
like crime, inflation and foreign and domestic policy, particularly catering to the
needs of those in her district near Los Angeles, where she says crime has spiked by
11% in a year.
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Idan previously denounced antisemitism from Islamic extremists, saying they push
hatred of Jews as a way to gain power in the Middle East. She even caught flak from
Iraqi media when she posted a selfie with Miss Israel, Adar Gandelsman at a 2017
pageant in Las Vegas.

A picture taken on Nov. 21, 2017 shows a picture posted by the Instagram profile of
Sarah Idan on November 14, who holds the titles of "Miss Iraq USA 2016" and "Miss

Iraq Universe 2017", as she is seen taking a "selfie" photograph with Adar
Gandelsman, who holds the title of "Miss Universe Israel 2017", with a caption

reading: "Peace and Love from Miss Iraq and Miss Israel #missuniverse". (THOMAS
COEX/AFP via Getty Images))

"I was in Miss Universe and I took a selfie with Miss Israel, which caused the Iraqi
government to decide to take my Iraqi citizenship from me," Idan said in an interview
at the time. "Basically my family ended up leaving Iraq. I had to leave Iraq just for
taking a selfie with Miss Israel."

She visited Israel the following year, saying she wanted "peace for everyone, for
Israelis, for Palestinians."

Idan said many Americans don't recognize their privilege, but she is proud to live in
the U.S. because she is able to acknowledge her own.

Miss Iraq Universe 2017, Sarah Idan. (Courtesy Sarah Idan)



"They [other Americans] did not have the hardships that we had – being an
immigrant, coming from Iraq, living under a dictatorship, having absolutely no voice
no rights, and I couldn't even voice my concerns. I came here [and] I'm treated as an
equal to every person I meet on the street. I have a voice, I have a platform," she said.

"I can say anything I want without the fear of being killed of executed. There are a
million reasons to be a proud American, and I think a lot of people sadly take it for
granted."

Unarmed Russian soldiers run into Ukrainian fire for the sole purpose of digging
trenches or carrying ammunition. Those who refuse could be killed or imprisoned,
report says.
Lloyd Lee (lloydlee@insider.com)

Ukrainian soldiers fire at the frontline near Bakhmut on March 18, 2023. Roman
Chop/AP© Roman Chop/AP

Russian forces are in a prolonged battle with Ukrainian soldiers to capture Bakhmut.
They've slowly made advances in part by using anti-retreat units, Ukrainian
commanders told NYT.
The unit includes men who push forward into enemy lines while digging foxholes or
carrying ammunition.

Unarmed men with the sole purpose of digging trenches or carrying ammunition are
being sent toward Ukrainian fire as part of Russia's unrelenting efforts to capture
Bakhmut, according to Ukrainian soldiers who spoke to The New York Times.

Russia has made incremental process in Bakhmut since it waged a battle in the
eastern Donetsk region more than seven months ago but at a deadly cost: A NATO
official estimated five Russian soldiers died for every Ukrainian soldier killed.

A media officer for Ukraine's Third Assault Brigade, which has spent the past three
months in Bakhmut, told the newspaper his unit surmised some of the fighters might
be on drugs, bewildered that the men would so willingly move toward their death.
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Ukrainians have previously speculated that Russian soldiers might be taking drugs,
though there is no evidence this is the case.
But the men also may not have much of a choice.

Russia is using what Ukrainian commanders described to the Times as anti-retreat
units in which soldiers, some of them unarmed, push forward enemy fire.

Yaroslav, a Ukrainian soldier who leads a drone unit, told the Times that men can
face the possibility of execution or imprisonment if they turn back. (Ukrainian
soldiers interviewed by the Times were only identified by their first name or military
nicknames.)

In drone footage shown to the newspaper, a lone unarmed Russian soldier could be
seen briefly looking back before he continued to move toward incoming weapons fire.

"Do you see? He's not carrying a weapon," Yaroslav told the Times.
"He's a digger."

Ukrainian commanders have also heard orders against desertion in intercepted phone
calls or seen them written on a document found in the pocket of a dead soldier, the
Times reported.

Other reported Russian strategies included sending prisoners recruited by the
Wagner Group, Yevgeny Prigozhin's paramilitary organization, to the front lines in
order to draw fire and reveal a Ukrainian unit's position.

"I'll be honest. It's genius. Cruel, immoral, but effective tactics. It worked out. And it's
still working in Bakhmut," one soldier told BBC.

Yaroslav told the Times most of the Russian soldiers in Bakhmut have little training
but are effective at crawling and hiding underground.
"They will just crawl," he told the Times.
"Even when there are bullets flying a meter over their heads, they will just crawl."

A Ukrainian soldier wondered if the Russians advancing on Bakhmut are on drugs:
'Otherwise, how can they go to certain death?'
Kenneth Niemeyer (kniemeyer@insider.com) - Business Insider
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Ukrainian servicemen are seen along the frontline south of Bakhmut in the town of
Toretsk, Ukraine on March 17, 2023. Anadolu Agency/GettyImages© Provided by

INSIDER

A Ukrainian soldier fighting in Bakhmut told The New York Times that his unit has
sometimes wondered if fighters belonging to Russia's infamous Wagner Group are on
drugs.

While there's no evidence of that, it's not the first time Ukrainians have wondered
aloud that the behavior of some Russian soldiers could be medically induced.

The Wagner Group is a powerful Russian paramilitary unit that has emerged as a key
ally in Russia's advance inside Ukraine. The group once sparked controversy when it
offered convicted Russian prisoners freedom in return for fighting. Fighters from the
Wagner group are notorious for storming frontline positions and enduring severe
casualties.

A retired US Marine estimated that the average life expectancy of a Wagner soldier
on the front-lines in eastern Ukraine is just four hours. And a 48-year-old prison
inmate who exchanged his freedom to serve in Russia's Wagner Group told the Wall
Street Journal earlier this month that the group only trained him for three weeks and
that he expected to die on his first mission.

It's the kind of behavior that soldiers from Ukraine's Third Assault Brigade, which is
now fighting the Wagner Group in the key eastern city of Bakhmut, believe could be
the result of taking drugs. The unit's media officer told The New York Times that 10 to
15 Wagner fighters were advancing on their position, to their almost certain deaths,
every day during the first month of fighting.

Ukrainians earlier speculated that Russian soldiers were taking drugs in November
as winter began to make the fighting ever more miserable, telling AFP that Russian
soldiers seemed like "zombies."
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"You shoot them and more come constantly," one soldier said, according to AFP.
Another Ukrainian soldier told CNN in February that advancing Russian forces
looked like a "zombie movie" as they climbed over "the corpses of their friends."

"It looks like it's very, very likely that they are getting some drugs before attack," the
soldier told CNN.

While there's no evidence that fighters from the Wagner Group are taking drugs,
there is a long history of drug-taking in conflict.

During World War II, Nazi Germany administered amphetamines, which were touted
as a "miracle product," according to TIME. Nazi soldiers took the drugs to increase
their alertness and vigilance, according to the outlet.

Also during World War II, Russia's Ministry of Defense gave every Russian soldier on
the frontline a 100-gram ration of vodka called the commissar's ration, according to a
report from Macalester College.

And in World War 1, according to the BBC, cocaine and heroin use was common
among soldiers. Department stores even sold kits for taking the drugs, which were
marketed as a nice present for those fighting on the frontline.

Here are the important fights and moments that have shaped a year of war.
When Russian President Vladimir Putin launched his invasion of Ukraine a year ago,
he expected to quickly capture Kyiv in a knockout blow against his eastern European
neighbor.

But right from the start, things went sideways for Russia due to early blunders and a
stiff Ukrainian resistance that shocked both Moscow and the Western leaders whose
intelligence agencies predicted Kyiv would fall in a matter of days.

Still, Russia saw some early gains, but its forces have been losing ground for months.
A new Russian offensive is underway, but so far, little has come of it as Ukraine
continues to hold the line.

Over the past year, cities and towns have been flattened, and the death toll continues
to rise. Tens of thousands of Ukrainian civilians have been killed, and both militaries
have suffered well over 100,000 casualties.

The war has spiraled into a grinding and bloody affair being played out in Ukraine's
eastern Donbas region. NATO is warning that the conflict has turned into a race for
logistics as Russia throws poorly trained soldiers at the front lines to increase
offensive pressure with limited success and Ukraine hopes it can regain momentum
once it has an influx of heavy and advanced Western-made weaponry.

Russia Threatens to Blow Up ICC With Hypersonic Missile
Isabel van Brugen - Newsweek
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Former Russian President Dmitry Medvedev issued an ominous warning on Monday,
suggesting that Russia could strike the International Criminal Court (ICC) with a
hypersonic missile in response to its decision to issue an arrest warrant for
President Vladimir Putin.

Then-Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin (L) and then-President Dmitry
Medvedev meet their supporters on December 1, 2011 in Moscow, Russia.© Sasha

Mordovets/Getty Images

Attempts to try Putin in the ICC would have "monstrous" consequences for
international law, Medvedev, deputy head of the Security Council of the Russian
Federation, said in a statement on his Telegram channel.

The ICC, which is based in The Hague in the Netherlands, concluded on Friday that
the Russian leader had committed war crimes in his full-scale invasion of Ukraine,
which started almost 13 months ago, citing the unlawful deportation of Ukrainian
children.

It marked the first time that an arrest warrant has been issued against the leader of
one of the five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council for the alleged war
crimes of deportation of children from

"The ICC judges got excited in vain. Look, they say, we are brave, and we raised a
hand against the largest nuclear power without c******* ourselves," wrote
Medvedev.

"Alas, gentlemen, everyone walks under God and rockets. It is quite possible to
imagine the targeted use of a hypersonic 'Onyx' from the North Sea from a Russian
ship at the Hague courthouse," he went on, referring to a naval cruise missile.

"And the court is just a miserable international organization, not the population of
a NATO country. That's why they won't start a war. They will be afraid. And no one
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will feel sorry for them. So, judges of the court, look carefully into the sky…,"
Medvedev added.

When contacted by Newsweek, the ICC said: "The Court does not comment on alleged
political statements."

The ICC's chief prosecutor, Karim Khan, announced on March 2, 2022, that his office
would be looking into possible war crimes committed by Russia in Ukraine, after
nearly 40 ICC member states put in a request for an investigation.

Officials and world leaders had been calling for Putin to be held accountable amid an
increasing civilian death toll in Ukraine, just days after the Russian leader launched
his full-scale invasion of the neighboring country.

On Friday, Khan announced that his office had identified the deportation of "at least
hundreds of children taken from orphanages and children's care homes."

Given that Moscow does not recognize the ICC's jurisdiction or extradite its nationals,
it is highly unlikely that the Russian president will face trial at the ICC.

The issuance of the warrant means that the 123 member states of the ICC are obliged,
if they have such an opportunity, and if the person against whom the decision was
made is on their territory, to arrest the individual concerned and transfer them to the
ICC in The Hague.

It is uncertain how many children have been taken forcibly to Russia. However, in
February, a report from the Yale Humanitarian Research Lab alleged that in the past
year at least 6,000 children from Ukraine had been sent to Russian "re-education"
camps.

US needs to stop China and here are the best ways to do it
Lisa McClain - Fox News

The House Select Committee on China recently held its first hearing with the purpose
of introducing the looming threats the adversarial nation presents to the United States.
Witnesses from various sectors voiced concerns over several interest areas, including
U.S. military readiness, land ownership and manufacturing.

These issues aren’t always top-of-mind for most Americans, but they have great
impacts on everyday life in my home state of Michigan and across the country. There
is no piece of American life that the Chinese government hasn’t thought to meddle in,
and it’s far past time Congress addresses this growing threat head-on.

When faced with rising tensions, war is never the first option. Deterrence is the best
path forward until it becomes necessary to initiate military action. Former Deputy
National Security Advisor Matthew Pottinger expressed in his written testimony to the
select committee that our nation must "constrain and temper" China "through robust,
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coordinated military deterrence (including an urgent expansion of our defense
industrial capacity)."

The U.S. is currently engaged in deterrence on several fronts, including our ongoing
support for Ukraine in its war against Russia, as well as increasing support for
Taiwan as tensions escalate between the island and China. However, the U.S. strategy
must also include investments in our own military readiness in case the fight comes
toward our shores.

China's People's Liberation Army member looks through binoculars during military
exercises as Taiwan’s frigate Lan Yang is seen at the rear, on Friday, Aug. 5, 2022.
China has repeatedly entered the waters and airspace of Taiwan, Taiwanese defense

officials have said. Lin Jian/Xinhua via AP© Lin Jian/Xinhua via AP

Congress has begun hearings with military leadership on programs to prioritize in
the Fiscal Year 2024 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). As a member on
the House Armed Services Committee, I’ll be scrutinizing current budgets and
programs that will bolster our military’s readiness levels while being conscientious of
taxpayer dollars.

While many programs contribute to deterrence and readiness goals, there are three
that will be influential not only for the United States, but also for our allies. 

Reports have indicated China’s growing submarine fleet and its increasing
capabilities, creating an urgency for anti-submarine capabilities. The Navy’s P-8A
Poseidon will play a critical role in combating this specific fleet as the only naval
aircraft that can detect and track foreign submarines.

The RGM-84 Harpoon Missile program will also play a decisive role in U.S.
readiness and any active theaters of war that occur. It is capable of both land-strike
and anti-ship missions and supports U.S. military missions as well as those of more
than 30 partner nations around the world. This advances deterrence while providing
essential readiness capabilities to U.S. allies.

However, deterrence is about more than weapons and military equipment. It’s also
about protecting our assets inside our borders. The Chinese government and some of
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its deep-pocketed loyalists have been quietly buying up American farmland. This
poses a major threat to our national security.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture released data noting that more than 380,000
acres of U.S. farmland are controlled by Chinese landowners. While China isn’t the
primary purchaser of U.S. farmland, it is the most worrisome.

Reports show that Chinese ownership of U.S. farmland increased "more than 20-fold
in a decade from $81 million in 2010 to nearly $1.9 billion" in 2021. More
concerning is that hundreds of acres purchased by Chinese-backed investors are mere
miles from U.S. military installations, including the Grand Forks Air Base in North
Dakota and Laughlin Air Force Base in Texas.

Several pieces of legislation are currently under consideration in the House to
monitor existing sales of U.S. farmland and deter future sales to parties with ties to
the Chinese government.

Two important bills are H.R. 7892 and H.R. 5490, both of which I support. To ensure
our safety, increase national defense, and prohibit further infiltration by the Chinese
government, there must be measures put in place to protect our assets.

Deterrence also means decreasing America’s reliance on Chinese manufacturing and
investing more in American-made production. During his testimony before the select
committee, Alliance for American Manufacturing President Scott Paul described the
growing trade deficit between the U.S. and China, which has "displaced" an
estimated "3.7 million American jobs, including 2.8 million in manufacturing."

In states like Michigan, where manufacturing accounts for hundreds of thousands of
jobs and billions of dollars in economic impact, the trade deficit with China is
devastating. It also increases America’s vulnerability to intellectual property theft,
espionage, and unfair trade practices.

As Chairman Mike Gallagher succinctly put it, "time is not on our side" when it
comes to the Chinese government. Congress must take decisive action across the
board to defend our borders, protect our interests, and secure our economic interests.

Putin Should 'Shut Up' After Comments Showed Weakness—Former Commander
Brendan Cole - Newsweek

Prominent military blogger and former Russian commander Igor Girkin has again
disparaged Vladimir Putin, saying that the president should "shut up" about aspects
of his full-scale invasion.
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Russian President Vladimir Putin attends a meeting with China's President at the
Kremlin in Moscow on March 20, 2023.© SERGEI KARPUKHIN/Getty Images

In a video uploaded to his Telegram social media channel, the former FSB officer,
who led Moscow-backed forces in the Donbas region from 2014, said that Putin does
not act like he is the president "of a huge country with over 1,000 years of history."

Girkin mocked the reason that Putin gave state TV at the Ulan-Ude Aviation Plant
last week about why Russia did not invade Ukraine in 2014 following the annexation
of Crimea when Kyiv's army was "rotten and weak."
"He started telling us that we didn't have hypersonic weapons," said Girkin who also
goes by the name of Strelkov. "He again started saying that he was dragged by the
nose.. and acted without confidence."

"The advice I can give him—or rather his speechwriters—is keep quiet. He should not
open his mouth," said Girkin, who believed this would be better than "mumbling the
most stupid of excuses which you can only laugh at."

Girkin said that "everyone knows" how in 2014, when Moscow annexed Crimea,
Russian forces could probably have been able to "walk from Kharkiv to Odessa
without firing a single shot."

After eight years of the "hypothetical presence" of hypersonic weapons that Putin
frequently boasts about, Girkin said, "not only is it impossible to walk to Odesa, but
we could not even properly enter Kharkiv," referring the eastern city which Ukrainian
forces pushed Russia out of.

Noting that the hypersonic Khinzhal missile had been tested three times in the first six
months of the war, Girkin wondered if Russia was not using it, then "what
significance does it have in conducting the war?"
"There is none," he said, dubbing Putin's excuses for the lack of weapons mitigating
against the full invasion of Ukraine in 2014 as "bullsh**."

"Shut up. Vladimir Vladimirovich, shut up, it would be better to stay quiet," said
Girkin, adding that "instead of accepting the leadership of the state's defense
committee, he is flying helicopter simulators."
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As of Tuesday morning the clip shared by War Translated, which tweets about the
war in Ukraine, had received more than 245,000 views.
Girkin has repeatedly criticized Putin and his commanders' conduct in the war. Last
week, he wrote a critical essay in which he said that not changing the leadership of
the state, intelligence, and armed forces who "have already demonstrated blatant
incompetence" will be certain to see Russia lose the war.

Putin Makes Surprise Visit To Russian-Occupied Mariupol After Crimea
"Girkin's comments may indicate that there are considerable tensions between
the Russian military command and the FSB, as well as within the FSB itself," the
Institute for the Study of War (ISW) said on Sunday. "Girkin's acerbic commentary
continues to provide insight into growing inner circle frictions."

Newsweek has emailed the Kremlin for comment.

Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Denmark struck a deal to run their 200+ advanced
fighter jets as a single fleet, creating a new headache for Russia
Alia Shoaib (ashoaib@insider.com) - Business Insider

Norwegian F-35 fighter jets pictured over Norway on March 22, 2022. John
Thys/AFP via Getty Images© John Thys/AFP via Getty Images

The four Nordic countries agreed to operate their roughly 250 fighter jets in one fleet.
Sweden, Norway, Finland and Denmark, have modern air forces that include F-35s.
They joined forces hoping to deter Russia.

The air forces of four Nordic countries agreed to operate their fleets of around 250
fighter jets as a combined force, hoping to deter Russia by working together.
Air force commanders of Sweden, Norway, Finland and Denmark said Friday that
they have signed a letter of intent to establish a unified Nordic air
defense, Reuters reported.
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"Our combined fleet can be compared to a large European country," commander of
the Danish air force, Major General Jan Dam, told Reuters.

Ukraine Receives MiG-29 Fighter Jets From Slovakia
Dam said the move was in response to Russia's invasion of Ukraine last year. The
invasion also prompted Sweden and Finland to seek entry into NATO, an alliance
which already includes Denmark and Norway.

The joint force will be a worry for Russia, boasting a significant number of top-tier
fighter jets.
Norway, Denmark, and Finland have all committed to the F-35 jets which are the
most advanced Western fighter planes. Norway operates some already, while Finland
and Denmark are due to receive them in the coming years.
Sweden has its own model of fighter jet, the Gripen C and D, with modernized Gripen
E planes on order.

NATO Air Command chief General James Hecker was also present at the signing of
the letter at Ramstein Air Force Base in Germany.
Sweden and Finland applied to join NATO in May 2022, jolted by Russia's invasion of
Ukraine into ending decades of their position of "non-alignment."
Their applications have been held up by Turkey and Hungary, who are yet to ratify
the memberships.

One of the many reasons cited by Russian President Vladimir Putin as justification
for his invasion of Ukraine has been NATO's enlargement since the Cold War.
However, Russia's war in Ukraine led to further expansion of the alliance, and
increased co-operation and defense spending by its members.

Starlink is key to Ukrainian operations, but the Russians 'will find you' if you use it
too long, soldier says
Chris Panella (cpanella@insider.com) - Business Insider

“Psycho”, 22 from the 80th Separate Air Assault Brigade disconnects their Starlink
on the front line at Orthodox Christmas, during a ceasefire announced by Russia over
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the Orthodox Christmas period, from the frontline region of Kreminna, Ukraine,
January 6, 2023. © REUTERS/Clodagh Kilcoyne/File Photo

Starlink is key to Ukraine's operations, but if troops use it too long, the Russians can
locate them. Soldiers fighting for Ukraine told Defense One that it's a race against
time to use the service.

Starlink has been critical for Kyiv, but there's been some controversy surrounding it.
Starlink has been key to Ukrainian operations and has played a role in their successes
on the battlefield, allowing troops to coordinate attacks and communicate with each
other, but one soldier told Defense One that if you use the service for too long, there's
a chance the Russians "will find you."

The soldier, who goes by the call sign "Boris," said that his team only uses the
internet and communications service when it's absolutely necessary. And when they're
conducting action behind enemy lines, they have limited time to set up the portable
Starlink internet dish, complete their operation, and disperse before they're located by
Russian forces.

The Russians "will find you," Boris told Defense One. "You need to do it fast, then get
out of there."

Part of the reason the soldiers tend to find themselves in this race against time is the
Russians' advanced tracking equipment, but the Starlink terminals are also vulnerable
to tracking and jamming. The latter is happening more often, thanks to either more
investment from the Russians or more advanced equipment.

Troops say that there are some ways to prevent Russians from interfering with the
service, such as placing a Starlink device behind a dirt or concrete barrier to prevent
jamming signals. Some soldiers have figured out that putting it in a hole can help too.

Kyiv has relied on Starlink for much of the war, even after SpaceX announced earlier
this year would limit the service to prevent forces from using it for certain military
purposes, such as drones and artillery attacks, that might represent an escalation.

"We were really pleased to be able to provide Ukraine connectivity and help them in
their fight for freedom," SpaceX COO Gwynne Shotwell said in February. "It was
never intended to be weaponized, but the Ukrainians have leveraged it in ways that
were unintentional and not part of any agreement." Ukraine has found workarounds
to the limitations though and is still using it in support of certain high-risk operations.

New Zealand tells China its concern on lethal aid to Russia
Associated Press (AP)

BEIJING (AP) — New Zealand Foreign Minister Nanaia Mahuta has expressed
concern to China over any provision of lethal aid to support Russia in its war against
Ukraine during a meeting with her Chinese counterpart.
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China New Zealand© Provided by The Associated Press

Her press office on Saturday detailed Mahuta's cautionary remarks in Beijing, days
after Chinese President Xi Jinping concluded his trip to Moscow, a warm affair in
which Xi and Russian President Vladimir Putin praised each other and spoke of a
profound friendship.

Mahuta's four-day trip, which began Wednesday, was the first made by a New
Zealand foreign minister to Beijing since 2018 but it came at an awkward time as Xi
visited Moscow the same week to give Putin a diplomatic boost after the International
Criminal Court said it wants to put him on trial for alleged war crimes.

In this photo released by Xinhua News Agency, New Zealand Foreign Minister
Nanaia Mahuta, at left speaks with Wang Yi, Chinese Communist Party's most senior
foreign policy official during a meeting in Beijing, Friday, March 24, 2023. (Yan

Yan/Xinhua via AP)© Provided by The Associated Press

Mahuta has expressed concern to China over any provision of lethal aid to support
Russia in its war against Ukraine during a meeting with her Chinese counterpart.
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On the Ukraine war, Mahuta reiterated her government's condemnation of Moscow’s
“illegal invasion” to her counterpart Qin Gang.

She also told Qin's predecessor Wang Yi, now the Chinese Communist Party’s most
senior foreign policy official, that peace and prosperity are the expectations of all
parties, according to China’s official news agency Xinhua. New Zealand supports
political settlement of disputes through dialogue, she was quoted saying in the report.

FILE - New Zealand Foreign Affairs Minister Nanaia Mahuta speak during the post-
Cabinet press conference in Wellington, New Zealand, March 7, 2022. (Mark

Mitchell/Pool Photo via AP, File)© Provided by The Associated Press

Mahuta has expressed concern to China over any provision of lethal aid to support
Russia in its war against Ukraine during a meeting with her Chinese counterpart.

Wang said the pressing task is to achieve a ceasefire and resume peace talks, and that
China would continue to play a constructive role to promote a political settlement, the
agency added.

During the meeting with Qin, Mahuta also raised concerns over the human rights
situation in Xinjiang, the erosion of freedoms in Hong Kong, disputes in the South
China Sea and increasing tensions in the Taiwan Strait, her press office said.

The ministers discussed the possibility of New Zealand Prime Minister Chris Hipkins
visiting China this year, the office added.
China is New Zealand’s largest trading partner and New Zealand exporters rely on
China to buy milk products and other agricultural goods.

Photos show devastation after Mississippi tornadoes: What we know and how to
help victims
Claire Thornton, N'dea Yancey-Bragg & Lucas Finton - USA TODAY
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AMORY, Miss. — Residents in central Mississippi awoke Saturday morning to a trail
of destruction caused by deadly overnight tornadoes.
Dozens of people were reported dead or injured and the town of Rolling Fork,
Mississippi, was essentially flattened by the storm, officials say.

The violent storm swept northeastward Friday night across much of Mississippi and
Alabama. Emergency responders were surging to the area Saturday, and the death
toll may still climb, according to the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency.

About 1,900 people live in the city of Rolling Fork, according to U.S. Census data.
The city is a part of Sharkey County, which is home to less than 4,000 people.

Wonder Bolden cradles her year-old grand daughter Journey Bolden as she surveys
the remains of her mother's tornado-demolished mobile home in Rolling Fork, Miss.,

Saturday, March 25, 2023. © Rogelio V. Solis, AP

Emergency officials in Mississippi say several people have been killed by tornadoes
that tore through the state on Friday night, destroying buildings and knocking out
power as severe weather produced hail the size of golf balls moved through several
southern states.

How to give, receive help after the Mississippi tornadoes
The Rolling Fork National Guard/Civic Center and the Armory at the Mississippi
State Fairgrounds were accepting donations for those affected by the tornadoes,
according to the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency. Officials at the Armory,
which is open Sunday through Tuesday local time from 9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.,
were asking for donations of bottled water, canned goods and paper products.

Just a block away from the Armory, a group of residents from Forward Church were
also providing free food, drinks and toiletries to those in need.
“When [residents] come to us, they’re hungry and thirsty,” Linda West, a member of
Forward Church, said. “Some of them are so humbled and proud to be able to get
anything."
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The American Red Cross and other nonprofits were providing food and supplies at
three shelter locations, the agency said in a statement.
The Salvation Army Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi Division was accepting
donations and had set up mobile feeding units. The United Way of West Central
Mississippi is collecting water Sunday between noon and 3:00 p.m. and money online.

A pair of residents walk through the remains of their tornado-demolished mobile
home park, looking through the piles of debris, insulation, and home furnishings to
see if anything is salvageable in Rolling Fork, Miss., Saturday, March 25, 2023.

© Rogelio V. Solis.

Emergency officials in Mississippi say several people have been killed by tornadoes
that tore through the state on Friday night, destroying buildings and knocking out
power as severe weather produced hail the size of golf balls moved through several
southern states.

The Center for Disaster Philanthropy said it was accepting donations toward longer-
term recovery needs, including rebuilding homes and mental health services.
Volunteer Mississippi asked private citizens not to "self-deploy" to affected areas and
said it will help connect volunteers with groups on the ground "when the time is
right," officials said on Twitter.’

How many people died in the Mississippi tornadoes?
At least 25 people were dead, dozens injured and four missing in the wake of a spate
of tornadoes, the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency confirmed Saturday. A
man in Alabama who was stuck in the mud when a trailer was overturned also died of
his injuries, according to the Morgan County Sheriff's Office.
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A sheriff's deputy climbs onto a pile of wind-tossed vehicles to search for survivors or
the deceased at Chuck's Dairy Bar in Rolling Fork, Mississippi, Saturday, March 25,

2023. © Rogelio V. Solis, AP

Emergency officials in Mississippi say several people have been killed by tornadoes
that tore through the state on Friday night, destroying buildings and knocking out
power as severe weather produced hail the size of golf balls moved through several
southern states.

Where is Rolling Fork, Mississippi?
The small town of Rolling Fork is located about 60 miles northwest of Jackson in
west-central Mississippi, near the border with Louisiana and the Mississippi River.
Photos show damage from Mississippi tornadoes

A woman sorts through belongings at a storage facility in Amory after an overnight
tornado caused widespread damage. ©Matt Bush/Special to the Clarion Ledger.
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How much damage did the Mississippi tornadoes cause?
Residents say the skyline they grew up seeing in Rolling Fork is unrecognizable after
buildings were completely flattened.
Owners and employees at Chuck’s Dairy Bar in Rolling Fork survived the storm by
huddling inside the restaurant’s walk-in refrigerator as winds berated the metal
structure, Tracy Harden told USA TODAY.

Tracy Hardin, center, who with her husband Tim, left, own Chuck's Dairy Bar,
consoles a neighbor in Rolling Fork, Miss., Saturday, March 25, 2023. The couple
and their six employees were hiding in the cooler when the tornado hit.© Rogelio V.

Solis, AP

Harden and her husband bought the decades-old diner 16 years ago, and it was a hub
for the Rolling Fork community, she said. By Saturday morning, the gathering spot
had been completely destroyed and the only things left standing were the refrigerator
and a bathroom, where one more person hid to survive the tornado.

Saturday morning, over 12,000 households were without power in Mississippi, along
with 18,000 in Alabama and 33,000 in Tennessee, according to poweroutage.us. By
Saturday night, about 27,000 customers in all three states remained without power,
according to the website.

What do we know about the tornado?
Storm reports and radar data show the tornado was on the ground for more than an
hour, said Lance Perrilloux, a meteorologist with the weather service’s Jackson,
Mississippi, office.

“That’s rare — very, very rare,” he said, attributing the wide path to widespread
atmospheric instability. “All the ingredients were there."

What's the weather forecast in Mississippi?
Central Mississippi is expected to get more rain Sunday, with thunderstorms possible
in the afternoon, according to AccuWeather.
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Much of Alabama and Georgia face possible damaging winds Saturday
afternoon, according to the National Weather Service.

*** Contributing: Associated Press; Christine Fernando, USA TODAY

A key air defense system wasn't working right when a drone killed an American in
Syria, pushing the US to retaliate with force
Jake Epstein (jepstein@insider.com) - Business Insider

An Avenger Weapon System fires at a live-fire short-range missile range near White
Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, Oct. 14, 2018 US Army© US Army

A suicide drone struck a base in Syria, killing a US contractor and wounding several
troops. One of the air defense systems at the base was not working properly, a new
report says.
In response to the deadly attack, the US carried out airstrikes in Syria that targeted
Iran-linked groups.

A key air defense system was not working properly when a suspected Iranian drone
struck US positions in Syria on Thursday, killing a US contractor and wounding
several American troops.

The main air defense system at a coalition airbase was "not fully operational" when
the attack unfolded, The New York Times reported on Friday. It was not immediately
clear what exactly was wrong with the system or if the attackers knew there was an
issue.

One US official told the Times that the Avenger defense system could have been
suffering from a maintenance problem. US Central Command (CENTCOM) did not
immediately respond to Insider's request for comment on the situation.

It's uncertain if the system would have even detected the threat even if it was fully
operational, as drones and loitering munitions sometimes operate at low altitudes
that can make it harder for radar system to pick them up, but that remains unclear in
this case given the limited details.
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The one-way unmanned aerial vehicle, or suicide drone, struck a maintenance facility
at a coalition base in northeast Syria at 1:38 p.m. local time on Thursday, the
Pentagon said in a statement.

The drone, which the US intelligence community suspects is of Iranian origin, killed a
US contractor and wounded five American service members and an additional
contractor.

The three injured service members and the contractor were transported to a coalition
medical facility in Iraq, while the other two injured service members were treated on
site.

US Army Green Berets drive through a partner-force checkpoint after a joint patrol
near At-Tanf Garrison in Syria on April 29, 2020. US Army/Staff Sgt. William

Howard© US Army/Staff Sgt. William Howard

In response to the attack, US forces carried out airstrikes in Syria later on Thursday
that targeted Iranian-linked groups, the Pentagon and CENTCOM said in respective
statements. The strikes were intended to "protect and defend" US personnel, the
Pentagon wrote, and were carried out using actions meant to minimize civilian
casualties and "limit" the risk of escalation.

"At the direction of President Biden, I authorized US Central Command forces to
conduct precision airstrikes tonight in eastern Syria against facilities used by groups
affiliated with Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC)," Secretary of
Defense Lloyd Austin said in the statement. "The airstrikes were conducted in
response to today's attack as well as a series of recent attacks against coalition forces
in Syria by groups affiliated with the IRGC."
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The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, which monitors human rights
abuses, said the coalition strikes on Iran-backed militia positions killed at least 11
people, including two Syrians, and that several fighters were left injured.

Austin said his thoughts are with the family and colleagues of the contractor who was
killed and also with the wounded service members. He added that no group "will
strike our troops with impunity."

Gen. Michael Kurilla, the CENTCOM commander, reiterated Austin's remarks and
said the US will take any measures to defend its interests.
"We will always take all necessary measures to defend our people and will always
respond at a time and place of our choosing. We are postured for scalable options in
the face of any additional Iranian attacks," Kurilla said in a statement.

The US still has several hundred troops in Syria, and they are frequently targeted by
Iran-backed groups. Washington also carries out routine operations against Islamic
State positions in Iraq and Syria, often partnering with local forces.
"Our troops remain in Syria to ensure the enduring defeat of ISIS, which benefits the
security and stability of not only Syria, but the entire region," Kurilla said.

Russia Belittles Prince William With Insulting Nickname After He Praises Troops
In Poland
Haley Gunn - Radar Online

mega© Radar Online

Prince William made an unexpected trip to Poland this week — and the outing earned
him an insulting nickname from Kremlin officials, RadarOnline.com has learned.

Vladimir Putin's crony Maria Zakharova slammed the King-in-waiting after Prince
William showed appreciation to British and Polish troops who were "defending our
freedoms" amid Putin's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine.
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After Prince William ate dinner at a local LGBTQ restaurant and praised the
troops, Zakharova referred to the Royal only as "son of Charles."
Zakharova doubled down on her diss and took a hit at Britain's support for
Ukraine amid the ongoing war.

mega© Radar Online

"I wonder if William Charles-ovich brought depleted uranium ammunition for his
troops," Zakharova remarked, which was an apparent nod to a supply of uranium
shells provided by Britain to Ukraine for Challenger 2 tanks.
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Ironically, while Prince William was in Poland, his father claimed back in
London that he wished to visit Ukraine "before I get too old."

mega© Radar Online

Zakharova's comments didn't appear to phase Prince William, who continued his
public tour through the country. Following the Putin crony's remarks, he greeted the
crowds offering overwhelming support in Warsaw for his next Royal pit-stop.

Keeping in line with his military appreciation, the heir to the British Crown stopped
by the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier to pay his respects to those killed in action.
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While at the sacred monument, Prince William laid a wreath at the steps of the Tomb
along with a handwritten note that read, "In memory of those who made the ultimate
sacrifice."

The surprise trip to Poland also featured a meeting with President Andrzej Duda,
who is expected at his father's upcoming coronation ceremony this summer. The
meeting between Prince William and President Duda was described as "warm and
friendly."

While Prince William was strengthening foreign relations with one country, it
appeared that he ruffled feathers with Russia.
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